**Quick start card**

**EPC & PCT** - Access to key sources on the European Patent Convention, such as Visser’s Annotated European Patent Convention and the PCT Practice and Strategy.

**Manual IP** - Find & compare IP prosecution information for 238 Jurisdictions in the most comprehensive resource for IP procedures and laws available.

**Books & journals**
Extensive collection of expert commentary.

**Case Law** - Access the EPO decisions database, Landmark cases with summaries and annotations drafted by experts.

**UP & UPC** - Stay on top of all developments around the Unitary Patent Package.

**Favorites** 🌟 - Allows users to save search materials and tools into folders for quick follow-up and collaboration.

Customize the homepage view for Quick Links and News Feed according to your needs.
Click on the icon \(\equiv\) to expand the filter menu. Use filters to narrow down the number of results (e.g. use the combination of publication type - books and Author's name to receive results of books written by that author). Click on apply filters followed by the search button to initiate your search query.

Typing a word in the search bar will open up a word wheel with suggestions you can select from. Note the **Suggested content** sections which provides suggestions relevant to the search query.

A guide to Boolean operators is provided on the right, to get more targeted results.
Recent Developments
Reduce time and effort to remain informed through the collected latest news items.

Latest Searches
Recent searches can be accessed directly without having to perform a new search.

Favorites
Documents and searches acquired by previous research and marked as your favorite are placed on the Manual IP homepage.
Ease of use by instant access to answers and links to the full document for more context.